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O

n a Friday evening in mid-November 1880, a newspaper reporter called at a house at the intersection
of Sixth Street and Second Avenue South in Minneapolis. The man who opened the front door carried a
candle that illuminated his overcoat and slouch hat—
a popular men’s fashion accessory at the time. When the
reporter asked about his recent detention by police, the
man, known as Leon A. Belmont, demurred, saying he
was a private citizen under no obligation to talk to “nasty
people who have no right to bother me.” The reporter,
however, refused to leave. He demanded to hear the
details of Belmont’s release, leading to this exchange:
“I am not going to skip town. I am not under the sentence
of the law. I propose to stay here and wear men’s clothing
too.” . . .
. . . “I suppose you know,” said the Tribune man, “that
it is against the law for a woman to wear men’s clothing.”
“I know it” said Belmont, “and yet Judge Cooley said I
had a right to wear it. . . . I want you to know that I have a
right to be in this town; I have a right to wear what clothing I want to, and I am going to exercise that right.”

The reporter, convinced that Belmont would say no
more, retreated into the dark to write up his scoop for the
Minneapolis Tribune. It appeared in the next day’s paper
under the headline “the belmont mystery,” in which
“she proposes to stay in this city and wear men’s clothing
all she wants to.”1
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The “pencil man,” as the reporter referred to himself,
had achieved no small feat: a face-to-face interview with
the most gossiped about, speculated on, and sought-after
person in Minneapolis. He had given his statement at the
height of the Belmont sensation—a multiweek media
frenzy in which the Minneapolis Tribune and its local
competitors (the Evening Journal in Minneapolis and the
Pioneer Press and Daily Globe in St. Paul) raced to outdo
each other with dramatic coverage. Between October 30
and November 25, 1880, the papers published more than
60 items on Belmont, some of them thousands of words
long. In them, reporters wrestled with how to respond to
a person they perceived to be a woman seducing other
women and dressing in clothes they associated with men.
Their conclusions shifted as the sensation went on, with
some writers celebrating Belmont as seductive and others
condemning him for his claim to “masculine privilege.”
On October 30, the Minneapolis Tribune highlighted
“the curious and romantic sensation,” pointing to two
strands of public response to the case: curiosity, which
sometimes curdled into revulsion; and romantic attraction bordering on desire. Rather than cancel each other
out, these feelings reinforced each other and created
the kind of modern celebrity icon that had only recently
emerged through the rise of wire services, which distributed newspaper stories widely.2
above: Leon A. Belmont, Minnesota Stats Tidning, “En Minneapolis-
sensation,” Nov. 4, 1880.

Author’s note on pronouns
I call Belmont a man and refer to him with masculine
pronouns (he, him, his) even when they contradict the
newspapers’ feminine ones (she, her, hers) in order to
respect the gender identity he claimed consistently, if
not exclusively, for 25 years. Belmont’s alleged scams,
invented family history, and assumed names do not
rule out the possibility that he identified as a man. Nor
do they confirm it. I encourage readers to view him for
what he was: a person assigned a female sex at birth
who chose to live as a man between about 1877 and
1902, and to have romantic relationships with both men
and women.

At the center of it all remained Belmont himself—
private, opaque, uncategorizable, but committed to
exercising his right to wear the clothes he preferred, and
to attach himself to the people he chose. Any effort to
uncover what Belmont “really” was (transgender man?
queer cisgender woman? intersex person?) ultimately
fails, not only because these identities did not exist
in 1880 as we know them today but also because they
occlude an understanding of his lived experience in a specific place and time: urban Minnesota in the early years
of the Gilded Age. If we abandon the hunt for labels, we
begin to see him on his own terms, as a private person who
wished to be left alone and treated like any other citizen.
And it is this sightline, paradoxically, that best reveals the
pieces of his story that resonate with trans, queer, and
intersex people living today, including public scrutiny,
fetishization, and denial of legal rights.3

T

he Belmont sensation began with a bang on October
30, 1880, when the Minneapolis Tribune broke the
story of a “Woman Who Lived in Male Attire for a
Year and a Half” and “Exercis[ed] the Masculine Prerogative of Making Love to Two Women at Once.” On the same
morning, the St. Paul Pioneer Press heralded “A Woman in
Pantaloons Who Makes Love and Pilfers with Masculine
Coolness and Success.” Both papers explained that a day
earlier, a Minneapolis resident had alerted Chief of Police
Albert Munger to a man in her neighborhood who was
“really a woman.” Munger promptly went to the man’s
boardinghouse and arrested him. He then called in local
doctor Charles W. Putnam, who, in the words of the Minneapolis Tribune, “established the sex beyond question as
being entirely feminine.”4

“The Belmont Mystery,” Minneapolis Tribune, Nov. 12, 1880.
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The backstory reporters uncovered was irresistible.
The arrested man, Leon A. Belmont, claimed to be a
nephew of August Belmont, a New York–based financier,
politician, and millionaire. Leon claimed to have been
born in England, but said he had moved to the United
States as a teenager and lived in Kansas and Dakota Territory. Since 1879 he had been living in Minneapolis in
the boardinghouse of Clarinda Watts. He was engaged to
marry Mrs. Watts’s oldest daughter, Grace, and was studying with Dr. Charles D. Goodrich with an eye to becoming
a doctor.5
While he was courting Grace Watts, Belmont had also
seduced a young woman named Sarah Brackett, a friend
of Grace’s who boarded in the Watts house. When Grace
discovered Sarah and Leon’s affair, she ended her engagement, but her ex-fiancé did not move out. Soon enough, the
romance between Brackett and Belmont soured, too, and
Brackett reported him to police chief Munger. Brackett, it
turned out, had loaned Belmont $50 (more than $1,000 in
2021 dollars), and now she was claiming that her former
lover had finagled it from her under false pretenses—that

is, presenting himself as a man. An 1877 city ordinance had
outlawed cross-dressing in Minneapolis, making it possible
for Belmont to be charged with a crime.6
The Minneapolis Tribune, the Minneapolis Journal, and
the St. Paul Pioneer Press had got the jump on the Belmont
saga, and the St. Paul Daily Globe scrambled to catch up.
All four papers sent reporters to cover Belmont’s arraignment in municipal court on October 31, but the Globe
spared no detail:

Mathew Brady daguerreotype of August Belmont, mid 1850s.

Judge Dewitt Clinton Cooley, ca. 1870.
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At 9 o’clock the news had spread far and wide, and the
courthouse was crowded to its utmost capacity to see
this distinguished individual. She came in shortly after
10. She removed her felt hat and ran her hands through
her curly hair as if she were as high toned as any other
society gentleman. She was dressed in a dark business
suit, heavy overcoat, and boots, with a slouch hat just
removed from her blonde curly head, on which the hair
waved very prettily and was nicely parted on one side.
. . . The masculine make-up was perfect, even to the gold
button and necktie.7

worthy of the admiration of men and women alike. The
Minneapolis Tribune’s concurrent article, even while calling Belmont a “monstrosity” and speculating that he was
a prostitute or a criminal, admitted that he “speaks with
fluency, uses excellent language, and is to all appearances
a remarkably shrewd individual.” In a later feature it went
further, hyping him as a sensitive aesthete:
Belmont evidently had a winning way that completely
captivated the hearts of the women. She was a person
of considerable refinement of tastes and of a good deal
of artistic appreciation. She would see beauties in a
poem or a picture that others would pass by, and had the
faculty of pointing them out so that others might enjoy
them.

Beal’s Photographic Studio (1880 view) displayed a photo taken at
Belmont’s arraignment, contributing to his celebrity status.

During the interrogation that followed, Belmont “confessed” to being a woman. Judge Dewitt Clinton Cooley
then ordered him to pay a $50 fine or serve out a 60-day
sentence in jail. When Belmont declined to pay, however,
police brought him to the house of Sheriff Nathaniel R.
Thompson rather than to a cell.
Over the course of the next week, Belmont emerged as
a bona fide celebrity. Local photographer Alonzo H. Beal
took a picture of him during the arraignment and displayed it to the public at his Minneapolis gallery on Fourth
Avenue. The Minneapolis Tribune got ahold of an engraving of the same image and published it on November 1.
Yet another version, hung in the window of a bookstore,
attracted crowds of people. Belmont, for his part, avoided
speaking to the press but received fans and supporters
in Sheriff Thompson’s parlor. One particularly dedicated
group raised money to pay his $50 fine and release him
from custody.8
Portrayals of Belmont in these early days of the
sensation were positive. The St. Paul Globe’s October 31
debut article took an approving stance, calling him “distinguished,” “high toned,” “a gentleman,” and “perfect,”

What person of either sex, the Tribune seemed to ask,
could resist? And what discerning reader could fail to buy
the next day’s paper to keep up with the story?9
Unfortunately for the Minneapolis Tribune, as Belmont
remained in custody throughout the week of November 1,
new details were difficult to excavate. “She still lingers in
durance vile [lengthy prison sentence],” the newspaper
informed readers on Tuesday, using the language of a
melodramatic play or poem and casting Belmont as its
hero(ine) in peril. On Wednesday, the paper merely stated
that it had nothing new to report.10
On Thursday, the St. Paul Globe stepped in to fill the
news vacuum with a dramatic revision of its stance on
Belmont in particular, and the sensation in general.
Under the subhead “Some people look upon her as a goddess,” an unnamed reporter set out to put an end to the
hero worship, lambasting his colleagues for creating “a
superior individual, a person of dramatic interest, out of a
mass of shame and disgrace.” This writer saw Belmont not
as an idol but as an “abominable character,” a “hypocritical and detestable being,” a “traitor to womanhood,” and
“a creature to be looked on with contempt.” The impassioned editorial, a kind of anti-Belmont manifesto, spilled
over into the next day’s paper:
Enough has been made known to establish Belmont as
the most despicable creature that ever breathed the air
of Minnesota. The lowest woman of the street is respectable by the side of this mass of abomination. . . . The
woman who shows to the world her true character, be
it ever so bad, is a princess by the side of this Belmont,
who has betrayed her womanhood and misled two as
respectable young ladies as there are in the community,
in the most delicate of all matters, which is nothing
more nor less than love.11
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Belmont had broken the social contract that requires
citizens of a community, both men and women,
to represent themselves accurately to one another.
It’s tempting to read this passage as a reaction to
Belmont’s perceived sexual deviance. The word “abomination,” used twice, did imply religious condemnation
of same-sex activity in the 1880s—as it does today. But
the main objection is rooted elsewhere. The St. Paul
Globe writer criticized Belmont not for being a woman
who had seduced other women but for being a liar who
had misled the community that welcomed him. In other
words, his crime was not same-sex desire but dishonesty. The writer does not seem to have considered that
Belmont might have pursued Watts and Brackett out of
genuine sexual attraction, or even that such an attraction was possible. Instead, the writer implies, the motive
must have been practical and financial. Belmont has
“betrayed womanhood,” but here again the implied fault
is not so much cross-dressing itself as it is the perceived
deception that it creates. Belmont, the writer suggests,
had broken the social contract that requires citizens of
a community, both men and women, to represent themselves accurately to one another. By pursuing Watts
and Brackett, he misrepresented himself as a legitimate
romantic prospect, causing them to invest in a courtship
that could never lead to marriage. In other words, he
wasted their time, and it was this abomination of trust—
not an abomination of nature—that the Globe writer
deemed a “tragedy.”12
Belmont remained in custody at Sheriff Thompson’s
house until November 11, when Judge Cooley summoned
him to appear in municipal court. The Minneapolis Tribune
had predicted on the previous day that Belmont would pay
his $50 fine for cross-dressing and then face immediate
rearrest for obtaining money from Sarah Brackett under
false pretenses. The actual outcome surprised everyone,
probably including Belmont himself. He did pay his fine,
but after consulting privately with Brackett, Minneapolis
City Attorney Reuben C. Benton withdrew the new charge.
There was nothing more for Judge Cooley to do than
release Belmont on the condition that he wear “appropriate” clothing in the future.13
With that, the heartthrob was free. The Minneapolis
Tribune responded with three concurrent items, including
a gossip column that mentioned the case four times. “It
is again at large,” the paper announced, before asking,
“Is it a hero or a heroine?” It was at this moment that Bel218 M I N N E S OTA H I STO RY

mont’s star appeal reached its apex, elevated by Tribune
comments like “Belmont will now receive innumerable
epistles from romantic swains” and “Eligible young men
or young ladies desiring to become engaged may apply to
Leon A. Belmont.” Even the St. Paul Globe returned to the
Belmont beat with a relatively positive tone, reporting,
“Belmont is free at last.”14
It’s unclear where Belmont lived immediately after
his release. On the evening of November 11, he was at
the Watts boardinghouse, where the Minneapolis Tribune
reporter found him and conducted the candlelit interview.
He insisted not just that he would stay in Minneapolis and
continue to wear men’s clothes, but that he had the right
to do both. At the same time, he pleaded for privacy and
vowed to stop talking to the press:
I have friends in this town who will take care of me. I
have been trouble enough to them already, and as I am
free from the law, it’s nobody’s business. I just wish the
public would let me alone. I have stood about all I am
going to stand. There is no use in you or any other reporter asking me any questions, because I won’t answer
one. I am not going to say a word to anybody again.15

Belmont kept his promise. For the remainder of his
time in Minnesota—which was far from over—he granted
no interviews and issued no public comments.

I

f Belmont had arrived in Minneapolis ten or even
five years earlier, the sensation that flared up around
him might never have caught fire. The city ordinance
against cross-dressing that enabled Police Chief Munger
to arrest him had been on the books for only three years
in 1880. The growing density of the Twin Cities, moreover,
supported multiple local newspapers. The Daily Pioneer
Press had formed out of the merger of two older St. Paul
titles in 1875; the St. Paul Daily Globe and the Minneapolis
Evening Journal were both founded in 1878. All three of
them competed, to varying degrees, with the Minneapolis
Tribune—a relative veteran with 13 years of experience.
The daily pressure to fill column inches led editors to seize
on stories they might otherwise have left alone, including
minor goings-on at city hall.16

Definitions of contemporary terms
Adapted by the author from the glossary provided by
Learning for Justice, a project of the Southern Poverty
Law Center.
Cisgender (adj.): Describes a person whose gender identity (defined below) aligns with the sex assigned to
them at birth.
Gender identity (noun): One’s innermost feeling of
maleness, femaleness, a blend of both, or neither.
One’s gender identity can be the same or different
from their sex assigned at birth.
Dyadic (adj.): An umbrella term describing people born
with reproductive or sexual anatomy and/or a chromosome pattern that can be classified as typically
male or female.
Intersex (adj.): An umbrella term describing people born
with reproductive or sexual anatomy and/or a chromosome pattern that can’t be classified as typically
male or female.

Hennepin Avenue in Minneapolis, as it appeared
during the Belmont sensation, 1880.

Belmont arrived in Minneapolis at an equally unique
moment in the history of gender and sexuality in the
United States. American laypeople had not yet, in 1880,
come to think of sex(ual) or gender variance as a kind of
disease, as they would over the following three decades.
Nor did they see it as evidence of a fixed, internal identity. During the first two weeks of their coverage, none of
the Twin Cities newspapers labeled and condemned Belmont as a type of person (e.g., a homosexual), whether
for his relationships with women or for his presentation
of himself as a man. Concepts of sexual orientation and
gender identity as we know them today did not exist in
the Minneapolis of 1880, or in any other US city of the
period. Modern sexology—the scientific study of human
sexual behavior—was only beginning to gather steam as
a legitimate field, primarily among doctors in Europe.
As a result, “homosexual,” “lesbian,” and “transgender”
(as well as “heterosexual” and “cisgender”) were not categories that reporters would have used to understand
Belmont, or that Belmont would have used to understand himself.17
The Twin Cities media attempted to label Belmont as
someone outside the norms of sex or gender only once,
and not until November 13. On that day, the Minneapolis
Tribune floated the possibility that he was a hermaphrodite.

Transgender (adj.): An umbrella term for people
whose gender identity differs from the sex they were
assigned at birth. Not all trans people undergo transition. Being transgender does not imply any specific
sexual orientation. Therefore, transgender people
may identify as straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, or
something else.
Queer (adj.): Once a pejorative, a term reclaimed and
used by some within academic circles and the
LGBTQIA+ community to describe sexual orientations and gender identities that are not exclusively
heterosexual or cisgender.

This identity category, unlike those named above, was well
established in 1880, and often used disparagingly. It overlapped with the twenty-first-century definition of intersex,
which covers multiple atypical genital forms, gonadic
traits, and genetic conditions.18
People identified as hermaphrodites have been visible
in the United States since colonization, and Indigenous
American cultures recognized, and in some cases honored, gender variance long before then. In the early
nineteenth century, however, white Americans shifted
from thinking that hermaphrodites were monsters worthy
of disgust to believing that they were impostors in need of
unmasking. The Belmont sensation played out in a transitional period, after the impostor concept had taken hold
but before sex ambiguity became tied to the new “disease”
of homosexuality. The newspapers’ treatment of Belmont
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During this period, the press began to drum up public interest in celebrity archetypes that remain recognizable today,
including the con man (P. T. Barnum, center), the diva (Sarah Bernhardt), and the dandy (Oscar Wilde).

reflects this in-between state. With the important exception of the November 13 article in the Minneapolis Tribune,
the press focused on exposing Belmont as a liar, not on
diagnosing or classifying him. To the question “What is
it?” reporters admitted only two possible answers: a man,
or a woman pretending to be a man. The likelihood of
fraud, not of sexual deviance, was the axis around which
the Belmont drama turned.19
In these social, legal, and sexual contexts Minneapolis was not unique among American cities in 1880.
Nor, indeed, was the Belmont sensation an isolated case.
Newspapers across the United States ran exposés on
gender-variant people throughout the late nineteenth
century, showing not just that there was a widespread
appetite for such stories but also that gender variance
itself was relatively common. The Minneapolis Tribune and
St. Paul Globe reported on four such local cases in addition
to Belmont’s in the 1880s alone—two of them related to
white people and two of them to Black people. But the
individuals who attracted the most and longest-lasting
coverage were usually, like Belmont, white. More than any
other trait, Belmont’s race dictated the packaging of his
story, leading reporters to celebrate—to an extent—his
performance of white masculinity. His whiteness shielded
him from the abuse that might have dogged a person
of color in his situation and relegated him to a single
paragraph—a one-off curiosity rather than a heroic (read:
white) individual. It also softened his treatment by police,
giving him the special treatment (custody in a private
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home rather than a jail) he was perceived to deserve as
someone who was “really” a white woman.20
While sexual orientation and gender identity were
works in progress in 1880, the infrastructure of modern
celebrity, like racial hierarchy, was well developed. A
national and even transatlantic star-making system was
already humming, powered by technology that included
the telegraph, the railroad, and the mass-circulation press.
Carrying on the Romantic era’s infatuation with artist-
rebels such as the British poet Lord Byron, this celebrity
system rewarded sexy outsiders who defied the status
quo with hero worship as much as condemnation. To be
famous was to be different, and insisting on that difference publicly, with shamelessness and flair, began to pay
off as a self-promotional strategy as the nineteenth century went on. During this period, the press began to drum
up public interest in celebrity archetypes that remain
recognizable today, including the con man (P. T. Barnum),
the diva (Sarah Bernhardt), and the dandy (Oscar Wilde).
The Minneapolis Tribune promoted Belmont as a mixture of
all three, highlighting his deceptions, his theatricality, and
his aesthetic tastes. In doing so the paper manufactured
a celebrity triple-threat, one uniquely positioned to fascinate readers and whip up a sensation with weeks-long
staying power—and sales.21
Staying power for newspaper sales and staying power
for Belmont, of course, were two different things. The
shamelessness that made him a star also threatened his
safety in Minneapolis. Even after his release from police

Respected society matron Charlotte O. Van Cleve, ca. 1875.

Dr. Albert Alonzo Ames, ca. 1890.

detention, it was unclear to what extent the city would tolerate him if he continued to dress in men’s clothes. No one
following the story at the time could have predicted the
strange turn of events that was to give him, for a moment,
the upper hand.
Immediately after the police released Belmont from
custody on November 11, rumors flew that some unnamed
but authoritative person behind the scenes had decided
that Belmont had been a man all along. On November
12, the St. Paul Globe announced that a second medical
investigation had taken place, this one observed by “a distinguished benevolent lady.” Said lady and the examining
doctor, the Globe reported, had verified Belmont’s male
sex. Not to be outdone, a Minneapolis Tribune reporter
rushed out “to discover some one who was ready to
declare that Belmont has the right to wear male attire,”
but the man’s efforts failed. He did, however, identify the
Globe’s distinguished lady as 61-year-old society matron
Charlotte O. Van Cleve, claiming that her testimony had
swayed Judge Cooley to release Belmont. Van Cleve, a Civil
War widow famous throughout the Upper Midwest as
the first white woman to be born west of the Mississippi,

was by this time one of the most respected women in the
Twin Cities. She responded immediately to set the record
straight, saying via a letter to the editor that she was far
from convinced the young swain was a man. Instead, she
“supposed, with others, that [Belmont] is a woman in
man’s attire, and [had] consulted with her and others with
regard to the preparation of clothing suitable to her sex.”22
Van Cleve had first visited Belmont on October 31,
while he was still in jail. Less than two weeks later, the St.
Paul Globe and the Minneapolis Tribune were alternately
starting and disproving rumors that she had participated
in a medical examination. The St. Paul Pioneer Press seized
the opportunity for a bombshell on November 14, when it
published an interview with Albert Alonzo “Doc” Ames,
a physician as well as a former mayor of Minneapolis. Dr.
Ames had examined Belmont and, contrary to Van Cleve’s
declaration, found him to be a man.23
This plot twist completely revised the story. The Minneapolis Tribune posited that, weeks earlier, Belmont—a
man—had told Dr. Putnam he was a woman to escape his
engagements to Watts and Brackett. If Belmont fooled his
girlfriends into thinking he was actually a woman, this
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Scrutinized and criticized because of the people he romanced,
the clothes he wore, and his perceived gender, Leon Belmont
is a predecessor of the queer, trans, and intersex people who
make their way through Minnesota today.
theory went, they could hardly demand that he honor his
promises, thereby enabling him to walk away from the
mess he’d made without being denounced as a cad.24
This version of the story, however, created a problem.
A few days earlier, the Minneapolis Tribune had turned
up an affectionate letter addressed to Belmont from a
man named James Taylor, with whom he had lived in
Dakota Territory before coming to Minneapolis. Taylor
missed Belmont, he wrote, longed to embrace him again,
and looked forward to marrying him. The paper therefore created a scenario in which a man was in love with
another man, and this was evidently beyond belief. “Men
are not in the habit of desiring to fold one another in each
other’s arms, and all that,” the Tribune pointed out. So it
hedged its bets, asking, “Can Dr. Ames have been victimized, or what? Belmont is still a perpetual conundrum.”25
Dr. Putnam, meanwhile, was having none of it. Aware
that Dr. Ames’s verdict made him look incompetent, he
confronted Belmont in person and demanded that he
admit he was a woman. When Belmont refused, Putnam
got him to agree to a second examination in his office on
November 15. The day came and went, however, and Belmont never appeared.26
With the Minneapolis Tribune at a loss for words, Belmont reversing his story, and the two most prominent
doctors in Minneapolis contradicting each other, the
sensation reached its frenzied height. Charlotte Van
Cleve threw fuel on the fire by writing a second letter to
the Tribune—this one in the heartthrob’s defense. After
further conversation, she had evidently changed her
mind. “Leon A. Belmont is unequivocally masculine,” she
proclaimed, “and hence entitled to wear the garments he
now wears.” She urged sympathy for the “homeless and
unfriended boy, who, under circumstances of extreme
perplexity, took a false and foolish step for which he has
been abundantly punished and of which I believe he has
sincerely repented.”27
As the debate raged, the “homeless and unfriended
boy” was actually doing quite well for himself. He had
found a new place to live in Minneapolis, and the papers
even announced that Dr. Ames had invited him to study
medicine at his office. This last development was a step too
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far for the Minneapolis Tribune, which, for the first time,
condemned Belmont’s character in St. Paul Globe–like
terms and called for an end to the same sensation it had
helped create. Van Cleve’s verdict, however, softened that
reaction, and the paper recanted on the following day:
As to just what are the antecedents of Mr. Belmont,
this is not the public’s business so long as he behaves
himself in this community—which The Tribune trusts
he will carefully do hereafter. This is the end of the Belmont affair.

It was not.28

B

y this time (mid-November), the Minneapolis sensation had become a national story. Via wire services,
it ran on the front pages of the Boston Globe and the
Washington Evening Star, as well as in papers in New York,
California, Vermont, Kansas, Alabama, and Kentucky.
One item showed up in a Connecticut newspaper and
caught the attention of a reader who recognized Belmont
as someone he had known years earlier in Northampton,
Massachusetts. This person, however, had called herself not Leon A. Belmont but Mrs. Leon A. Stanley. Her
unmarried name had been Addie Walker, and she had
been indicted for “obtaining a large sum of money under
false pretenses” in Springfield in 1876, after which she had
spent nine months in jail. In 1877 or 1878 she had moved to
Kansas, just as Belmont claimed to have done.29
The reader wrote a letter to a friend in Minneapolis
saying that he believed Belmont and Walker were the
same person. The friend informed the Minneapolis Tribune, which attempted to connect the dots on November
15. The Boston Globe eventually verified Walker’s indictment and other details, and the Tribune confirmed on
February 21 that Belmont had been born not in England
in the 1860s but in Warren, Massachusetts, in 1853. He
was not the nephew of August Belmont, a horse-breeding
Jewish millionaire, but the child of Albert Walker, a Protestant shoemaker with $200 to his name. And he’d been
assigned a female sex at birth.30

As dramatic as the Minneapolis Tribune’s revelations
were, they posed no material threat to Belmont, who continued to live in Minneapolis as the winter wore on. He
met and became intimate with a woman named Melvina
Barry Campbell, who divorced her husband in February
1881 and began living with Belmont. In April the couple
traveled more than 40 miles north of the Twin Cities to
Spencer Brook—a tiny community relatively insulated
from the effects of Belmont mania. The Isanti County
clerk issued them a marriage license, and Campbell’s
brother and sister-in-law agreed to appear as witnesses.
At a subsequent ceremony on April 6, presumably without knowing it, Justice of the Peace W. A. Smith legally
married two people who had been assigned a female sex
at birth. After returning to Minneapolis with his bride,
Belmont ran for the office of city physician. He lost the
election, however, and by 1884 he and his wife had moved
out of Minnesota. They never returned.31
The Belmont sensation, from its debut in the fall of
1880 through its decline in the spring of 1881, provoked
a public reckoning with sex and gender in Minnesota. It
raised questions about the stability of both categories,
since Belmont appeared to confound them with ease.
Though reporters reacted differently to his transgressions,
with some reveling in his gender ambiguity and others
condemning it, they constructed a distinctly modern
celebrity—an icon recognized for his showmanship and

artistry who was neither a showman nor an artist. A person, that is, who was famous for being famous.
Scrutinized and criticized because of the people he
romanced, the clothes he wore, and his perceived gender,
Leon Belmont is a predecessor of the queer, trans, and
intersex people who make their way through Minnesota
today. Living as he did before our categories of sexual
orientation and gender identity, however, Belmont didn’t
see himself as queer, or trans, or intersex. Nor did he see
himself as straight, or cis, or dyadic. So, to what extent
did he identify with the persona he created? Possibilities
glimmer in two of the quotes recorded in interviews: “I
have always dressed as I am now dressed,” he explains
in one, “and do not see why I should not. I have worn
male attire for thirteen years.” In the other he quips, in
a line worthy of Oscar Wilde, “I cannot wear women’s
clothing, and couldn’t go naked.” Belmont remained
committed, moreover, to maintaining the sense of self
he had defended in Minnesota for the next 25 years. He
lived in multiple states (Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma) and
worked in various professions (doctor, grocer), but always
presented himself as Leon Belmont. It wasn’t until March
17, 1902, that he chose to end the Belmont era for good.
On that morning, he put on a dress, walked out of his
house, and introduced himself to his neighbors as a nurse
named Miss McClure. Her first name was Nova—Latin for
“a new woman.”32
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